Real Women Have Curves – Final Written Response #1

Requirements:
Respond to the topic present below. Your response must be:
✓ 1 page (minimum) – 2 page (maximum) written response (in English)
✓ Font size 12pt, Times New Roman
✓ 1” (one) margins on all sides
✓ Header includes: Prompt # (1 or 2), Name, Period, Date, Movie Title

RESPONSE TOPIC:
Write a reflective (not analytical) paper regarding your own learning about what you learned about Mexican-American family life, culture, and values as presented in the film. Compare your initial thoughts or ideas about what you anticipated/expected to what played out in the film. Compare Ana’s family life, culture and values to those of your own family, etc. Consider how this film may impact your understanding of family relationships, communication and culture/values in your reflective statements. Use anecdotes, descriptions, quotes (if you remember), examples, etc. from the film and your own life. Write thoughtfully and clearly.

ASSESSMENT:
The rubric for this task is attached.

Real Women Have Curves – Final Written Response #2

Requirements:
Respond to the topic present below. Your response must be:
✓ 1 page (minimum) – 2 page (maximum) written response (in English)
✓ Font size 12pt, Times New Roman
✓ 1” (one) margins on all sides
✓ Header includes: Prompt # (1 or 2), Name, Period, Date, Movie Title

RESPONSE TOPIC:
In the film, Ana is required to write a personal statement for her college application. For this response you are to take on the voice/character of Ana. Write from her perspective, with her experience (as viewed in the film) and craft her response to this prompt:
"Reflect upon your family and how it has affected who you have become. Focus on the details of your relationship with one or two family members – their appearance, habits, activities, expectations and interactions with you. Think of examples that encapsulate these relationships. Explore your family’s culture, heritage, traditions, work/educational experiences and attitudes, religion, passions, etc. Bring the people you depict to life- give them color, personality, and a voice. Provide anecdotes about these family members and clearly demonstrate the impact on who you are today, what you value, your strengths and your goals."

ASSESSMENT:
The rubric for this task is attached.